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Your Right to Copy 

 

Is Not Freely Given 
 
If you are using this as a coaching study guide, you could buy one copy and make a 
copy for each of your group. Right? It’s not legal, but after all, who would know? 
 
The answer: you would know and so would your group. And if your intent is to raise 
consciousness levels, your mission would fail for lack of ethics. 
 
The number one purpose of this workbook is self-discovery. You can’t build personal 
integrity and self-worth using illegal copies of the exercises. The guilt from taking what 
doesn’t belong to you would destroy the growth in consciousness you intend to build.  
 
This “” symbol on every page says you can’t legally copy pages of this workbook.  
 
If you’d like to use The Network Marketers BEING Study Guide as your coaching 
textbook, I would be happy to quote you a volume discount on ten or more.  
 
To order, call toll free 877 884-8509. 
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 About The Author 
 

In his path toward success, Darel Rutherford found success secrets that solved his business 
problems and made him wealthy. Since discovering those success principles, Darel’s 
mission in life has been to pass those principles on to anyone ready to listen.  
 
You’ll find those success secrets in this study guide. But his message is profound and you 
may not be ready for it. Those who got the message in his workshops doubled or nearly 
doubled their incomes in the year of their participation. Are you ready for that? 
 
Darel, self-made millionaire, son of a carpenter, was not born rich. But he has been income 
rich most of his life. His first income came from selling the Denver Post at the tender age of 
five. Two years later, he became the town’s youngest junk man. Pulling his little red wagon 
up and down the back alleys of downtown Albuquerque, he collected and sold beer bottles. 
As a seven-year-old, he made so much money for a kid; his father made him buy all his own 
clothes.  
 
When he quit his job to go into business, Darel’s experience as a construction foreman 
didn’t show him how to run a business. He made every mistake you can make. But each 
mistake was a learning experience. You can succeed at anything if you find out what 
doesn’t work and stop doing it, and when you find out what does work, keep doing it. Or you 
can be even smarter than Darel by doing the following exercises, learning from his 
mistakes. 
 
Darel started DAR Tile Company in 1949, a business that grew to over 100 employees. As 
the business grew, he bought land and built the buildings needed to support his growing 
business. You might say Darel has been rich all his life, but his road to wealth began the 
day he bought his first income property. Darel says you’re wealthy when the income from 
your investments will allow you to live comfortably the rest of your life without working. 

 
• His Prosperity Workshops started a great many participants on their way toward 

becoming rich.  
• His Business Success Workshops changed small business owners’ attitudes about 

money and made them successful. 
• As a Business Consultant, he helped many a small business to see that they were 

their own biggest problem.  
• Darel is a published author who writes How-To-Succeed-in-Business articles for 

magazines.  
• He conducts Being Workshops for anyone who is ready for that transformation in 

consciousness that will change the quality of their life forever. 
 

Darel says everyone would be rich if they knew they had a choice in the matter. This 
Network Marketer’s Being Study Guide will make a believer out of you, taking you by the 
hand to lead you beyond wanting to the point of choosing to be a successful Network 
Marketer. 
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Warning Disclaimer 
 
 
 
 
 
This book is designed to provide information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is 
sold with the understanding that the publisher and author are not engaged in rendering 
legal, accounting or other professional services. If legal or other expert assistance is 
required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. 
  
The purpose of this book is to educate and entertain. The Author and DAR Publishing shall 
have neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or 
damage caused or alleged to be caused, directly or indirectly, by the information contained 
in this book. 
 
If you do not wish to be bound by the above, you may return this book to the 
publisher for a full refund. 
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Introduction 
 

Congratulations, you’re reading the introduction to the BEING 
Study Guide that could give you the most valuable prize in the 
Universe – a powerful new you.  

 

 
Although doubling your income would be a grand prize to win, 
you’ll find your greatest benefit from having become more 
successful as a network marketer will be your out-of-the-box 
growth in consciousness. Believe me, the benefit of finding and 
turning on your personal power, the value in being more self-
aware will far outweigh the worth of your increased income. 

 
Within each of us dwells a sleeping giant, an undiscovered “power to BE” that, once turned 
loose, puts us back in charge of our lives. You may think you’re in charge now, but wait until 
you’ve learned the real truth of your spiritual inner being. Wait until you’ve unleashed that 
awesome power in the growing of your business.  
 
Believe me! You’ll be unstoppable. What would that be worth to you? 
 
Yes, I’m talking about you. I’m about to give you the seldom-talked-about, hidden secret to 
being truly successful as a network marketer. The real key to success in this business will 
not be found in the how-to books, because real success begins, not in the doing, but in the 
being, as in BE DO HAVE.  
 
I know, on a first name basis, eight network marketers who make a million dollars a year, or 
more, from this business. I’ve heard some of them speak at conventions. They’ll each tell 
you their closure rate for prospects is around 75%. 
 
The successful ones are always happy to tell you what they did that made them that 
successful, but they’ve missed the point entirely, leaving out the most important element of 
their success.  
 
The truth is, their success came as a direct result of whom they were being. The doing part 
of their being successful was totally necessary, but that came later, after they’d made an 
empowered commitment to BEING that successful.  
 
Allow yourself to imagine, for the moment, being as successful as one of those millionaires 
in the business and then ask yourself, “If I used their exact same words in my 
presentations, would I get the same closure rate?” 
 
Obviously not, and you already know why not. It wouldn’t be that good for you because you 
have not yet chosen to BE that successful. That’s why I’ve created this BEING guide for 
network marketers – to take you and your down-line through this step-by-step guide for 
releasing the sleeping giant within—to have you using that awesome power to double your 
income and more.  

Return to content 
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How to use this study guide 
 

This BEING Study Guide is presented to you in three separate parts, the intention of each, 
to take you through the process of changing the three things you must change before you 
can be a great deal more successful in your network marketing business. 
 
These three things must change: 
 

• Your reality concept: If you’ve locked yourself into a reality concept that has you 
feeling there’s no way out of your problem, you’ll set yourself free while reading and 
doing the exercises in Part One.  If you’re not set free in a big way after doing this 
part, go back and read it again. 

 
• Your self-concept: What you have or don’t have in your life is there or not there 

as a result of whom you’ve chosen to be. To change what belongs in your life, you 
must first change who you are being. If the lessons and exercises in Part One of this 
BEING Study Guide do not change your mind, big time, about who you are, you will 
have missed the point. 

 
• Your relationship to money: If you are not already wealthy, you have a 

relationship to money that is keeping you poorer than you’ve wanted to be. The third 
part of this Study Guide will be with the intention of changing your relationship to 
money in a way that could easily make you wealthy. 

 
Part one, will focus specifically on taking you through a major change in both your reality 
concept and your self-image. This is the part where you’ll find the inspiration and the 
personal power you must have to take your business to the next level of success. This is 
where you’ll come, finally, to understand that any greater success in your business will 
begin only after you’ve made the appropriate BEING commitment to that level of success. 
  
Part two, now that you’ve changed your reality concept, you’ll want to use what you’ve 
learned to double or triple your income.  By now you will have learned that you have a 
powerful ego, determined to maintain the status quo. In this part, we will be showing you 
how to deal with your success barriers and overcome your resistance to change. You will be 
given tools for dealing with the mind chatter and you’ll learn how to set up the support group 
that will take you past those weaker moments when ego resistance has you down.  
 
Part three, is where you’ll learn that your relationship to money is keeping your cash flow 
negative. This section will help you see network marketing as the greatest opportunity on 
this planet for someone with very little money to become wealthy in 2 to 4 years. But if 
you’re not already wealthy, this is the part of the Study Guide is where you’ll change your 
relationship to money and be on your way to BECOMING wealthy.  

 
 

Return to content 
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Part One:  
 

Changing Your Reality Concept  
Will Set You FREE To BE 

As Successful As You Could Ever Want To BE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
You were born free as a bird; but then, over the years… 

were spoon fed self-limiting ideas and have, since…  
become enslaved by those reality concepts. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

What you will learn from Part One  
can give you a whole new perspective on life, 
a reality concept change that will set you free. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Then you w
 the reality conce

your inc

   Copyright 2004                    
ill be ready for Part Two and 
pts that can double and even triple  
ome from your business. 
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Part One: 

Changing Your Reality Concept 
 

How To Double or Even Triple Your Income 
By Simply Changing How You Perceive Yourself 

 
Does that sound like a fairy tale? It isn’t! 
 
So, hold onto your hat, because what I’m about to share with you could have you easily 
doubling your income, changing the quality of your life forever as it did mine! 
 
When I first learned the success principle I’m about to share with you, my tile business in 
Albuquerque, NM, was in serious trouble. One more month of losing money like the 
previous three, and I would be closing the doors on my business forever.  
 
So needless to say, I felt very sorry for myself, a sad sack, as I sat reading the book in 
which I found the BEING principle that, overnight, literally changed my life forever and made 
me rich. The dawning of that awesome truth was, for me, like a bright light had just gone off 
in my head.  
 
What was the powerful revelation that so changed my life? We become what we think 
about. I call that spiritual law, the “BEING” principle. 
 
Yeah, I know, you’ve heard “We become what we think about,” many times, but if the “ah 
ha” light didn’t go off in your head when you heard it those other times, you obviously didn’t 
“get” the real significance in that message. The fact is, this awesome principle of life 
predetermines the quality of our lives as human beings.  
 
When it finally dawns on you that the BEING principle runs your life, you will have taken on 
a whole new reality concept that can’t help but change your life for the better.  
 
The fact is, your habitual way of thinking created the reality that you now endure and desire 
desperately to change. Once you see clearly that you’ve created your current reality, you 
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will have found the power to choose a new reality in which you could easily double or even 
triple your income from your network marketing business.  
 
If you are truly inspired and are now committed to doubling your income—if you see yourself 
being determined to make it happen, you are ready for the truth that will set you free be rich.   
 
And, If you are not that fired up, just yet, hang in there; maybe you’ll “get inspiration” from 
the next paragraph or on the next page or two. But, don’t be discouraged. I had to read 
about “the BEING principle” several times; in fact I was halfway through the book I was 
reading before I “got it.” 
  
It is a fact of life that, we humans must have a powerful need for knowing this truth before 
it can dawn on us in a way that sets us free as it did me. If you are fired up with a need for 
changing your circumstances, you’re ready for this truth.  
 
Once you’ve taken that giant first step of choosing to fight your way out of that box, this 
profound truth that will forever transform your life. Here’s what it did for my life! 
 
I was really feeling sorry for myself that Saturday, over fifty years ago, as I closed up shop. 
The more I thought about my failing business, the less hope I had. I worried about how my 
down-in-the-mouth attitude must be affecting employee attitudes. And I just knew they 
would soon be leaving me like rats from a sinking ship.  
 
But that was Saturday. On Sunday, while reading a self-help book, desperately seeking a 
solution for my problem, I found the truth I’m about to share with you; that reality concept 
change not only saved my business; it altered my life forever! 
 
An entirely new me walked through that door the following Monday morning. During the 
weekend, in one enlightening moment of revelation, I had been transformed, one moment a 
victim of my circumstances, and the next, a victor, very much in charge of my life, a victim 
no longer.  
 
In the blink of an eye, I had become an empowered, owner in-charge of a soon-to-be 
powerfully successful business.  
 
I bubbled over with enthusiasm as I walked through that front door, the following Monday 
morning. My employees took one look at me and asked, “Wow, Darel, What the hell 
happened to you?” The change in me was that obvious.  
 
My employees gathered around, that morning, anxious to learn what amazing happening 
could have transformed my unhappy down-in-the-mouth attitude into this new, can’t-loose 
attitude in just one weekend. I enthusiastically shared with them, the life-governing principle 
of life I shall be giving you.  
 
Their eyes lit up when I told them about the great new future I foresaw for our business. My 
newfound zest for life inspired my employees to new levels of confidence in the company 
and in themselves. Together, we turned a failing business into a roaring success, almost 
overnight.                                                                                                          Return to content 
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My rejuvenated business made more money in what was left of the year than I had made in 
any previous year in business.  
 
Not only did my wiser use of that life-governing principle turn my failing business into a 
remarkable success, the other areas of my life, my relationships, my health, and my self-
confidence also changed in ways I could never have previously imagined possible. 
 
So, what powerful life governing principle so changed my life, that will ALSO make your 
business and personal life many times more successful once you “get it?”  Once again, the 
truth that could set you free to be richer in all ways is, “We become what we think 
about.” 
 
You’ll understand why that principle turned my failing business around, and why it 
transformed my life once you know why we become what we think about. It’s the 
awesome truth behind the BEING principle that gives you powers you’ve never before 
imagined having—and will have not yet learned how to use.  
 
Once you’ve been shown how, you will apply your newfound power, making BEING 
changes that double or triple your income. The rest of your life, health, wealth and 
relationships will just naturally change to match the new reality concept you’ve just acquired. 
From that moment on, your life, like mine, will never be the same. 
 
Keep in mind, also, that once your down-line is coached through the necessary BEING 
change, you can’t help but benefit immensely from their newfound self-confidence and 
growing business success. 
 
But, remember, this powerful life-governing principle will change your circumstances only if 
and when you have a powerful desire to take your life and your business to the next 
level of success, and a higher consciousness for you.  
 
The term “consciousness” measures the degree to which you’ve become aware of your 
power to solve life’s problems through making new BEING choices. 
 
So, here are two questions you may want to ask yourself, “What makes the BEING 
principle so powerful?” and “Why do we become what we think about?”  
 
Both questions have the same answer. And, once you’ve answered them for yourself, you 
will have discovered the most powerful life-governing principle of all—the awesome truth of 
your BEING that allows you to have whatever you want from life.  
  
You first learned the answer to those questions when you were a kid in Sunday school. Isn’t 
that when your Sunday school teacher told you that we humans were made in the image 
and likeness of God?  
 
And I’d be willing to bet you’ve heard that profound truth over and over again since then. 
The problem is, you heard the words, but you didn’t get the message, did you?  

Return to content 
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Here’s why you maybe didn’t “get it, back then.” Maybe your teacher had his or her own 
interpretation of the meaning of being made in His image and likeness, or maybe he or she 
let you choose your own meaning. 
 
It doesn’t matter where or when you dismissed the idea that being “made in His image” had 
no significant life-changing meaning for you; your interpretation has become a major part of 
your reality concept ever since. 
 
If the message had no impact on your life, it’s because the idea of being powerful would not 
have, in any way, fit your reality concept. You didn’t really get it, because you were hearing 
that message through a reality concept filter. We all have one, you know. And the one in 
charge of the filtering process is your ego. 
 
Even today, right now, your belief system will be busy applying the screening process 
filtering out anything you’re reading here that may be contrary to your current reality 
concept. So you might not get it this time, either.  
 
So get this; what you’re reading here, in order to make a difference in your life, must be 
contrary to what you already believe. And if it IS DIFFERENT, you ego will be busy filtering 
it or twisting it to fit what you already believe. So, what you’re reading here can’t really help 
you until you dismantle the filtering process. 
 
We human beings have this tendency to gloss over the awesome truth of our BEING as 
though it were some kind of fairy tale. We ignore the true significance of being made in His 
image and likeness, because to acknowledge this power within us makes a big lie out of all 
our victim stories.  
 
You’d be amazed at how many victim stories you have going once you can accept this 
empowering truth as your reality. 
 
It is a fact of life that the Queen and the Pawn cannot coexist on the same square of the 
chessboard. That means to you that you’ll remain a pawn in the Game of Life, a victim story, 
until you find your power to choose out of the box and be a King or a Queen.  
 
Think about it. Who would you be BEING if you no longer had a story to tell about why your 
life isn’t working? Who would you BE if you were powerful, and no longer saw yourself as a 
victim of life’s circumstances?  
 
So, if you are ready to give up your “poor me, no-way-out” story in favor of being powerful, 
allow yourself to see that having been created in His image, just naturally makes you 
powerful. Turn off the filter and allow yourself to experience that Power and Presence IN 
YOU, AS YOU. Let yourself feel what it’s like to feel powerful and BE truly in charge of your 
destiny.  
 
Once you’ve accepted the profound nature of being made in His image and likeness,” 
you must allow yourself to see that this makes you and I individualizations of God.  
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Of course, that fact doesn’t make you and I God any more than a drop of water is the 
ocean, but it does mean that we have powers we’d never even dreamed of, let alone, knew 
how to use.  
 
See if you can allow yourself to ponder the reality of the Presence of God in you, as you—I 
mean, let that idea really sink in; feel it in your heart of hearts.  
 
Imagine what your life would be like if you allowed yourself to experience being so powerful 
that just knowing what you wanted would have it show up in your life. Can you even imaging 
that? 
 
How would you feel if you knew that all your prayers would be answered? Well, they are all 
answered! Once you accept that all your prayers are answered, you’ll know how to stop 
creating all that stuff in your life you didn’t really want. So, what DO you want? 
 
How successful would you be if you were ten times more self-confident? How successful 
would you be if, no matter what you attempted, you knew you couldn’t fail? Think about it! 
 
Can you even imagine life being that good? It can be, if you’ll open up your consciousness 
and permit the awesome truth of the Presence of God in you to penetrate your awareness. 
Believe me, this new sense of inner knowing will have you feeling many times more 
powerful. How would that be for you? 
 
So, now you know why the “BEING principle” (We become what we think about) is so 
powerful. You know that you and I have no choice other than to become what we’ve thought 
about. This BEING principle works, automatically, whether or not we are aware of it. It 
happens because we are each, individualizations of a God who experiences life in and 
through us as us. 
 
You might want to stop reading now, for long enough to allow that awesome truth and its 
true meaning to sink in. You’ll be using that power, the power to choose a new way of 
BEING to take your network marketing business to the next level. And you’ll also be 
teaching the “BEING principle” to your down-line so that they, too, can do the same for their 
lives and businesses. 
 
What does that awesome power look like in you? Quite simply, it’s the power to choose who 
you will be. And, why is your knowing that you have that power so important?  
 
The act of choosing whom you will BE is like planting a seed in the mind of God. And just as 
you can always count on a planted tomato seed to produce a tomato plant with juicy ripe 
tomatoes, your new BEING choice is a seed that must bear the fruit corresponding to the 
nature of the seed you’ve planted!  
 
This automatic answer to prayers is also a law of the Universe, and you can count on it!  
 
This gives a new meaning to the bible passage, “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” 
 

Return to content 
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Okay, so let’s look at what must happen once you’ve made your new BEING commitment; 
the Law of Attraction, the second most powerful principle of life, clicks in automatically to 
provide any and everything necessary to manifesting the reality of your new BEING 
commitment. Sound like a fairy tale? It’s not; it’s a principle. This is for real! 
 
The power of principle: The Law of Attraction is triggered every time you commit to a new 
way of BEING. And just in case you have any doubts about whether or not that law can be 
trusted to always work, let’s talk about the power and the dependability of principle.  
 
A principle is a law of physics or a spiritual law that cannot be broken. In other words, to be 
reliable, a principle must work each and every time you test it. To prove my point, I must ask 
you a silly question:  
 

How many times have you jumped out of bed in the morning and ran 
into the living room to see if your couch was where you left it the night 
before? 

 
Never done that, have you? Of course not! And you’ve never jumped off a tall building, 
waving your arms, attempting to fly, either. That’s because you trust the Law of gravity to 
work each and every time you have occasion to test it. Believe me, all principles can be 
trusted with equal faith. 
 
So, your new BEING commitment is like a powerful prayer that must always be 
answered. Your prayer (your new BEING choice) will always be answered, because the 
Law of Attraction responds, automatically, and without fail to your new BEING commitment.   
 
Maybe you didn’t know, but, as a matter of fact, the only true prayer, (the one that is always 
answered), is your BEING commitment, your “I Am” statement. This same law is also 
sometimes called the Law of Correspondence, and as such, reads: “Who and what you 
have in your life must correspond exactly to who you are BEING.”  
 
So, if you are to use what you’ve learned so far to take your business to the next level, and 
perhaps double your income, you must keep in mind, always, the two very powerful spiritual 
laws that govern your life and mine.  
 
Those two laws, again, are: 

1. The Law of “BEING” – We become what we think about…and 
2. The Law of Attraction – We automatically attract who and what belongs 

in the reality of our BEING choices. 
 
Where from here? 
 
If you have not, until now, been aware of how those two governing principles control your 
life, you may have chosen to be a victim of your circumstances. Allow yourself to see your 
victim story as a BEING choice you’ve made, and then notice that your life since then has 
matched your story exactly.  See, it works! 
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What you must see, is that you are a victim only because you’ve chosen to be one. What 
you’ve suffered since making that victim-story your BEING choice was not punishment, but 
consequences. You were not a victim of bad luck; you’ve just misused those two powerful 
spiritual laws.  
 
I’m reminded here of a friend and co-worker with whom I often ate lunch back in those days, 
many years ago, when I earned my living as a carpenter. Quite often I remember hearing 
my friend complain about “these damn peanut butter and jelly sandwiches!”  
 
So one day, I asked Jim, “If you don’t like peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, 
why not have your wife fix something else?” 
  
And Jim responded with, “What wife. I don’t have a wife. I fix my own 
sandwiches!” 
 
So, before you complain, again, about why your business is not as successful as 
you’d like it, you might want to accept the reality of the fact that you’ve been fixing 
your own lunch.  
 
And now might be a good time to pause your reading and reflect, if you can, on how you’ve 
created –how you’ve thought yourself into that box you now call your reality.  
 
I say, if you can, because one of the hardest things we humans must eventually face is the 
taking of full responsibility for what we’ve created with our own BEING choices.  For it is 
only in accepting responsibility for our creations, that we gain back the power we must have 
if we are to change our circumstances.  
 
You’ve rendered yourself powerless to change anything, as long you continue playing the 
victim 
 
In fact, I can guarantee that you that you’ll remain stuck in the reality you now unhappily 
endure until you finally come to realize that you created that reality—that you’ve boxed 
yourself into a “poor me” reality by thinking yourself into it.  
 
You must see that, by just thinking what you’ve been thinking, you’ve chosen who you will 
be. Now, who you are being has attracted the circumstances that, like hungry alligators, are 
ready to bite you in the rump. You need to realize that the alligators are there because 
you’ve created the swamp in which they live.  
 
If insufficient income is one of your alligators, it will help you to see that your money 
problems are merely reflections of your way of thinking and feeling about yourself in your 
relationship to money. It’s your money reality BEING concept reflected back at you.  
 
Not only have you created your own money problems with a lack consciousness, you’ll be 
powerless to choose out of that poor box until you acknowledge the fact that you created 
the realty concept in which that condition must prevail—until you say otherwise.  
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I hope you can see that, by choosing to be the victim in your relationship to money, you will 
have rendered yourself temporarily powerless to choose out of poverty and into a life of 
prosperity. But once you’ve made up your mind to no longer be the victim, you will have 
found your power of choice and will choose again.  
 
Realize it or not, I’ve just handed you the keys to the Kingdom -- as in “Seek ye first the 
kingdom and all else will be added unto thee.” I’ve just opened the door to the vault 
of the Universe for you. If you’ve gotten the message so far, all you must do now is choose 
your new way of being, “and all else will be added unto you.” 
 
If you don’t see that door of opportunity standing wide open, beckoning to you, you’ve still 
got the blinders on.  As an individualization of God, you have the power to choose to BE 
king or pauper in the game of life and if at any time, you find you’ve made a poor choice, 
choose again.  
 
Life truly is that simple! Anything you want in life can be yours by simply choosing to BE 
the one to whom it belongs. How much sweeter could it BE? 
 
But there’s a problem; even though you have the keys, your way into the kingdom may 
be seriously blocked by a part of you that is dead set against any change you may want to 
make in who you are BEING.  
 
One thing we seem to forget when seeking change in our lives is the fact that nothing new 
can or will happen until we create the space for it to happen. Having what you want requires 
a BEING change. You won’t be having what you want until you’re ready, willing and able to 
give up being the one who doesn’t have it.  
 
You see, God gave you and I an ego as the means by which to experience the reality of our 
BEING choices. The creative process in mankind goes like this. You make a new BEING 
commitment, and once your ego buys into that new way of BEING, it will take over the job of 
manifesting that BEING choice as a material reality.  
 
But once it takes charge of the new way of BEING, your ego will resist the next BEING 
change with all it’s considerable might. So, you see, ego is both your best friend and your 
worthy opponent, your best friend because it allows you to experience the reality of your 
BEING choices, and your powerful opponent when you want that change of circumstances.  
 
Powerful principles are ready to serve you. Once you’ve applied the BEING Law, to create 
your new more prosperous reality. Once you’ve made your BEING choice and moved it past 
the resistance; the Law of Attraction must supply you with everything necessary to the 
demonstration of that new more prosperous reality. 
 
Yesterday, you were a victim of your unhappy circumstances; now you know that anything 
you can imagine is possible for you. All that’s required of you is that you come out of that 
box and choose to BE the one in that new reality!  
 
So, now, are you ready to double or maybe even triple your MLM income? If so, let’s see 
what must happen before you can take your business to the next level. 
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Before you can choose into a new reality, these four things must be in place: 

You must 
1. Know what you want 
2. Believe that you can have it 
3. Have a burning desire for having it 
4. Choose to be the one who will have it 

 
It is the purpose of this workbook to lead you, step by step, down the only real path to 
knowing what you want, to knowing for certain that you can have it, and then in making the 
BEING commitment that will have you doubling your income.  
 
Additionally, it is our intention that this workbook become the training manual you’ll be using 
to lead your down-line partners down the same path and the BEING commitment that will 
have them doubling their incomes—and then to have them doing the same for their down-
lines.  
 
I’m sure you can see where this could go once you’ve gotten the ball rolling down hill. This 
workbook could make you wealthy beyond your wildest dreams. But never mind that; first 
we must work this transformation magic on you.  
 

• The BEING PRINCIPLE 
• Looking at what’s keeping you stuck 
• Removing the barriers and  
• Coaching at BEING successful in your MLM business 
• Focus on becoming wealthy 

 
What follows are one page lessons designed to help you develop your new reality concept 
in a way that makes you ready and motivated toward making the new BEING choice that 
could make you many times richer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Return to content 
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What Is Reality? 
 
The biggest and most natural mistake we humans make, when observing whatever shows up in our 
lives, is to assume that this, the material evidence, is what constitutes what we’re calling “reality,” 
when, in fact, the exact opposite is true. What you have or don’t have is there or not there as a 
result of whom you’ve chosen to BE.  

 
Your BEING choices combined with your reality concept are 
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your true reality, and what shows up in your life is merely the 
effect. Any other viewpoint, as in giving power to your 
circumstances, condemns you to the role a victim. 
 
The end result, this material manifestation you see, is merely 
the effect of your belief system made manifest. Your 
perception of reality sets the pattern for your life and 
everything in your material reality is, in fact, an effect, a 

aterial expression of your reality concept. 

ake no mistake about it; you created your current reality by choosing whom you would BE and 
hat you see in your life is there because it just naturally belongs with you. And what’s more, you’ll 
e stuck with those circumstances until you’ve taken responsibility for what you’ve created.  

o get full value from your use of this Network Marketer’s Study Guide, you may want to change 
our definition of “Reality.” Most dictionaries would tell you, reality is 
hat which is not imagination, fiction, or pretense. According to them, 
ou should see reality as it really is, not as you would like it to be—as in 
top dreaming, get real! 

’m saying they’ve got it all wrong. The greatest thing about being 
uman is in our ability to imagine, to create in our minds a reality far 
ifferent than the one we’re experiencing. When ready for a change, we 
an create a mind picture so vivid, so seemingly real, we would just 
aturally choose to BE the one in that vision.  

he visioning process combined with your new BEING choice, creates 
ore empowering definition of the term “Reality” should give you a new 
cquired a brand new reality concept. Once you’ve been able to see past 
t your BEING choice as having created those circumstances, you’re on th
our problems solved. 

hen you can, begin to look at the manifested material evidence as a mer
EING choice, your new reality concept has put YOU back in charge 

ndividualization of God with the power to make being choices that WILL c
ife. The creative process is, BE DO HAVE. 

our new BEING choice, like a seed planted in the mind of God, then bec
ith all of nature’s seeds, the reality of your new way of BEING is already
ven though not yet sprouted. Shortly after the seed is planted, you cou
eality of no green sprout showing yet, and call that your reality, or yo
hadow of a doubt that you will have that new prosperous reality manifes
eality? It’s your current BEING Choice. 
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 genetically alive and real 
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A Camel Through The Needle’s Eye? 
 

No doubt you’ve heard, many times in your life, “It is easier for a camel to go through 
the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God.” And, 
like most others, you have probably concluded, that according to the bible, rich people have 

a very slim chance of making it into Heaven. 

 

 
Not true! Not even close! So maybe you need a different 
interpretation. Since, it wouldn’t be possible for a real live 
camel to go through the eye of a needle, that bible passage 
doesn’t make much sense. Let’s see if we can have it make 
sense. 
 

Back when Christ said that, most ancient cities had an inner wall. The only way into the 
inner city was through an opening in that wall shaped like the eye of a needle and way too 
small for a loaded camel to pass through. Hence that bible quote means: Before the rich 
man can enter the inner city (the kingdom) with his favorite camel, he must first unload it. 
 
But the part about the camel through the needle is not the most misunderstood part. You 
see, that message was not meant just for the rich, as we have assumed, it was meant for all 
of us.  And here’s what that it really means: 
 

Before you and I can enter the kingdom 
where we will have what we want from life, 

we must first unload our camels. 
 

Now let me explain: In simple terms, that means you can’t have what you want from life 
without first giving up your attachment to not having it. If you don’t think you’re attached to 
not having it, think again.  
 
Your ego, the entity now in charge of maintaining the status quo is very much attached to 
the reality of not having it. So, if you want the quality of your life to change in any way, you’ll 
have to get that change past your ego’s resistance to it. You can rest assured; your ego is 
not going to initiate that change. 
 
To have the change you want, you must first find the kingdom; you must first awaken your 
sleeping giant with a desire for life to get better. But asking for that better life is a brave step, 
because before you can take your step (into the kingdom) you must first unload your camel.  
Your camel really is loaded down with riches (whatever you are afraid of loosing by 
choosing out of the old box.) 
 
So, what are you attached to—your poverty—your victim story—the relationship that’s not 
serving you—the job you don’t like—your anger—your resentment? Before you could ever 
have what you want, you’d have to give up whatever you’re attached to. Does this make a 
little more sense to you now? So, what will you be unloading before you may enter the 
kingdom? 
 

Return to content 
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Unloading the Camel Exercise 
 
So, the question is: Are you ready to give up being who you are now in 
favor of BEING who you would BE if you had already tripled your 
income? In other words what would you be giving up in order to be that 
successful? 
 
To be able to double or triple your income, you must rediscover your 
personal power so that you can make the necessary BEING choice for 

having your doubled income. What I want you to see from this discussion, is that finding you 
inner power is the entering of the kingdom spoken of in that bible quote. 
 

It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, 
than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God 

 
BE DO HAVE is the creative process that we must all use if we are to change the quality of 
our lives. But BE DO HAVE, is only one trip around the cycle. As a repeating pattern,  

                    BE    -    DO    -    HAVE 
Becomes—CREATE -  PERSIST – DESTROY   

Having what you want from life will require a new trip around the BE DO HAVE cycle of life. 
But you won’t be able to create your new reality until you’ve given up your attachment to the 
reality previously created. That’s why the creative process, as a repeating pattern of life, 
becomes, CREATE PERSIST DESTROY.  
 
You can’t start your move into that new reality until you destroy your attachment to the 
reality you created on your last trip around the cycle. You can’t have what you want from 
life without first giving up your attachment to not having it. You can’t have what’s on 
the other side of the water keeping one foot on the shore. 
 
The following exercise is for unloading your camel. 
This is the time for you to get rid of your BS story about 
why you say you can’t have what you want from life. By 
the way, “BS” stands for Belief System, in case you 
didn’t know. 
 
Tell your support group what you’d have to give up in 
order to have your business income tripled. The 
intention of this exercise is to move you past your reasons
a new BEING commitment that allows you to have it. The 
unless you willingly unload your camel. 
 
The baggage on your camel is whatever you’re attached to
– the job you don’t like – your anger – resentment – a re
you. These are the heavy load on your camel’s back. 
 
So, I guess the question is: Are you ready and willing to g
favor of who you’d need to BE in order to have your lif
you’ve always wanted it?                                                     
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Success? - Not If You’re Asking The Wrong Question     
 
The biggest mistake almost everyone in this business makes is in 
assuming, that the network marketer’s success formula is DO 
HAVE BE. They just naturally conclude that their success will be 
automatic and certain, once they’re DOING what the successful 
network marketers do. 
 
So, they practice and DO and practice some more, but nothing in 
the way of serious income really happens. After two or three 
months of trying the DOING stuff, they’re just not finding a great 
deal about which to celebrate!  
 
The success they’d hoped for has somehow eluded them, and 

they’re asking, “What did I DO wrong?” The answer to their question is, “You’ve 
gotten the cart before the horse.” 

 
If you’re one of those who has not, yet, been quite as successful at this business as you’ve 
wanted, you may have left out the most important step in the process, that of choosing to 
BE a success. The creative process, as always, is BE DO HAVE, not DO HAVE BE. 
 
So, the right question you might want to ask yourself is, “Who 
would I be BEING if I were as successful in my network 
marketing business as I want? Once you’ve come up with your 
answer to that question, simply choose to BE that successful 
person. 

 
It’s as simple as that. I wish I could also assure you that making a 
new BEING commitment is also easy, but it is not. And, of course, 
that’s why I’ve written this book.  
 
With this study guide, I’ll be taking you by the hand, to help you 
take that first step and then lead you down the path of BEING that 
successful network marketer. 
 
Over fifty years ago, I read a book similar to this, got the message, and made up my mind to 
BE a millionaire. When I finally remembered my goal 2½ years later, I was already halfway 
toward my second million. 
 
I had no idea how it would happen when I made that BEING commitment; I just knew it 
would happen and then I forgot about it. But, from that moment on, the Universe kept 
handing me opportunities that belonged in the reality of my BEING a millionaire, and I just 
kept saying yes, yes, yes to those opportunities.  That’s how it will be for you when you’ve 
made your BEING commitment! 
 
 

Return to content 
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Why You’re Not as Rich as You Want to Be 
 
Most folks, when confronted with the question, “Why Aren’t You 
Rich”, will answer with something like, “I’ve never really 
wanted to be rich, or I’m already rich.”  Neither answer 
would be totally true. 
 
The average person, (about 85%, of all US citizens), will retire 
without sufficient income on which to live at their current standard 
of living.  In my book that’s poor. 
 

In fact, according the Journal of Medicine, only 5% of all doctors could retire now and 
maintain their current life style. And I’d say no one in their right mind wants to retire 
poor unless they’re some kind of martyr.  
 
So, unless you are the exception, unless you really want to retire poor, you’ll need a 
retirement income that will support the life style you’d like to live. Isn’t that why you’re into 
network marketing? 
 
But, what are the chances of your retiring rich, if nothing changes? Pretty slim odds, unless 
you’ve already beaten the odds. So, the question you must ask yourself, now is, “How 
much of a monthly retirement income will I need to live comfortably the rest 
of my life?” 

 
The answer to that question should rattle your cage a little or a lot, because even if you had 
a Million Dollars invested to return the current rate of interest, you’d probably not live 
comfortably on that sort return on investment. 
 

The prime purpose of this page is to sufficiently punch your hot button 
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and motivate your pumping up the volume of your business in 
preparing for those retirement years.  
 
If you couldn’t retire today, you obviously still have work to do before 
you can retire rich. And, by the way, you’ll need to choose to be rich 

efore you can ever retire rich. And we both know that isn’t going to happen unless you 
ake your commitment right now to choose out of that box and at least double your income.  

he rest of this workbook will lead you down that path to, maybe, even retiring in 3 to 5 
ears. 

ome of the things you’ll learn in Part II and III of this Study Guide are: 
• How to take the step in the becoming rich process that most wannabes leave out 
• How living under the Spender’s Law of Money makes you a slave to money 
• How the wealthy use the Saver’s Law of Money to make money be their slave 
• How to use compounding and the power of leverage to accumulate wealth 
• How acquiring a prosperity consciousness makes you a money magnet 
• And yes, even how to retire in 3 to 5 years                                            Return to content 
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At The Crossroads 
 
So, if you are not yet rich, why aren’t you? How did you end up 
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poor when you’d prefer to be rich? Well, you may not like the 
answer to this question, but here it is: If you are not rich, it’s 
because you’ve chosen not to be.  
 
Remember it or not, early on in life, you came to the crossroads in 
life marked ⇐“rich” or “poor”⇒ and you chose “poor” without 
realizing the importance of your decision.  
 

t might help to try and remember who or what influenced you to make that very important 
uality-of-life decision at a time in your life when you didn’t have all the facts.  

ay back then, someone you trusted influenced your thinking in a way that had you 
eciding perhaps, that rich people were the bad guys, that money was the root of all evil, 
hat a rich man has as much chance of entering the kingdom as a camel going through the 
ye of a needle. Whatever basis you used for that early decision, was in fact, an old wives 
ale. 

  
ow, it doesn’t matter that the rich being judged bad could be someone you now know and 

ike, maybe even the guy next door; what matters, is that your mistaken beliefs will have 
ecome your reality, your way of being in your relationship to money. That idea, no matter 
ow foolish, now stands as a barrier between you and any possibility of your becoming rich. 

o, let’s hope you can remember who told you that. Whose lack consciousness prejudiced 
our thinking back then?  

emember, you didn’t actually choose to be poor. You just chose not to be rich without 
ealizing that choosing not to be rich is the same as choosing to be poor. You actually 
hose, by default to be poor. Now you want to change your mind and choose be rich, but 
hat silly idea stands in your way.  Let’s see if you can remember and discard that prejudice 
ike you would remove a rotten apple that would spoil the whole barrel of apples. 

XERCISE: WHY I CHOSE NOT TO BE RICH 
 

I chose not to be rich because: 

I chose not to be rich because: 

I chose not to be rich because: 

It’s never too late.  Just jump the first hurdle.  CHOOSE TO BE RICH! 

Return to content 
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What’s Your Intention Exercise 
 
One of the more important things you could learn from this Network Marketers Study Guide 
for is this principle:  Intention = Results, always. 
 
It wouldn’t surprise me if you don’t agree. Almost everyone who reads this principle for the 
first time will shake his or her head in disbelief. A doctor of philosophy, had this to say about 
it, “I love your book, but you must take that out. It simply is not true!” 
 
I smiled when he said that, because I truly understood his reaction to it. I admire his opinion 
on most things, but in this, he was dead wrong, and I knew why. He had recently failed to 
succeed in network marketing at the level of his expectations and was justifying his 
perceived failure with, “I gave it my best; I really tried.” 
 
So, if you find yourself agreeing with the philosopher about that principle, I would suggest 
you reserve judgment, at least until you’ve done the following exercise:  
 

 
EXERCISE:  Place your pen in your left palm. 
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Now, try to pick up your pen with your right hand. 
 
You picked it up! 
I didn’t say “Pick it up;” I said, “Try to pick it up.” 
 
The point being that you can’t try to do anything. You either do it or 
you don’t. Once you accept “Intention=Results, always” as a 
basic fact of life, you’ll begin to see “I tried” as a victim story.  

f “I tried” is your story, you’ve just declared yourself powerless, a victim of your 
ircumstances. To regain your power, you must see that what you’ve gotten from life so far 
as what you intended, an effect of who you’d chosen to be. I want you to see, “I tried” as 
n ego excuse for choosing not to do what you say you want to do.  

o, when you think you’ve committed to a new way of life and it isn’t showing up, take a 
ong hard look at what is showing up. That’s what you intended, like it or not.  

nce you accept, intention = results, as a ruling principle in your reality concept, you’ll 
top conning yourself with “I tried” excuses and be able to look past the excuses to the real 
eason you’re success intentions are being frustrated. 

ne of ego’s tricks, a last line of defense in the process of resisting change, is to pretend to 
o along with your stated intention. Ego sometimes pretends to go along with your intention 
hen it has an entirely different end in mind. So, if you’re not getting the results you’ve said 
ou want, allow yourself to see that what you’re getting is a manifestation of ego’s intention 

n the matter. Isn’t it time you took over the controls in your life? 
Return to content 
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“Rich” and “Poor” Defined 
Rich or Poor, A State of Mind 

Poverty in any of its forms is a state of mind, not a 
financial condition. Being rich is not about what you 
have; it's about whom you've chosen to be.  To 
become rich, you must first make up your mind to no 
longer be poor. Once that’s done, you will begin to feel 
more prosperous, even though you still have little 
money. That prosperous feeling is what attracts riches. 

 
Just so that we’re on the same page, let’s define the term, “riches.” What feels rich for me 
would be poverty for Bill Gates.   
 
"Poor" describes your state of mind if you lack love, good health, money, self-respect or 
anything else you need to make you feel whole and complete.  
 
"Rich" is your state of mind if you have more than enough of whatever you think you 
need to make you happy. You are truly rich when you’re sharing those riches with others. 
 
Even if you had all the money in the world, you’d still be poor if you didn’t love yourself. And, 
if your life were filled with loving relationships, but you couldn’t pay your bills, you’d be poor. 
Poverty can be experienced in many forms and ways and is almost always self-
imposed. 
 
We grow in consciousness through shedding limitations. How you feel about yourself in your 
relationship to money could be one of your self-imposed limitations. Changing your 
relationship to money can be as simple as changing your point of view, your attitude. And 
that could make you rich 
 
So, Are You Rich or Poor? Money is what most of us have in mind when we think about 
being rich, but there are many ways you can be poor other than never having more than 
enough money. And having money won't make you rich if you don't love or respect 
yourself. So, are you rich or poor?  Do you really want to know?  

 
Our tendency as humans is to avoid looking at problems because facing the truth tends to destroy 
our excuse for not acting on the problem’s solution. We don't take inventory because we are afraid 
of what we'll find. 
 
So, here’s my challenge to you: Do you dare to take inventory? Discovering that you are 
poor in some area of your life can inspire you to do something about it. 
 
Remember, poverty is a mind set, not the material condition of lack it appears to be. Once 
you change your attitude about the circumstances, the condition of lack will change. Maybe 
now would be a good time to think about changing your point of view about it.  
 
Keep in mind that your real purpose in life is to discover who you really are. We grow by shedding 
limitations---by choosing to be more than we were. Manifested poverty in any aspect of your life will 
be an indication of your need to grow. In fact, your journey from poverty to riches will require a giant 
leap in consciousness. 
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Are You Rich or Poor? 

In the following exercise, you will discover the many ways you could have chosen not to be 
rich. On a scale of 10 to 1 rate yourself in each category. 
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THE RICH/POOR EXERCISE  
On a Scale of 10 to 1  RICH   POOR    
Rate Yourself 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Rating  Scale  
Love Myself           Couldn't be Better 10
Feel Loved           Pretty Good 9 
Good Health           Fair 8 
Happy Marriage           Just Okay 7 
Sufficient Income           Not  Good/ Not Bad 6 
Personal Power           Not Okay 5 
Job Gratification           Unsatisfactory 4 
Other Gratification           Pretty Bad 3 
Self Confidence           Very Bad 2 
Good Relationships           Couldn't be Worse 1 
 
You are rich if you like yourself and poor if you don't. 

So, What Did You Find? 
id you score poorer than you thought? How does that make you feel? Remember, whether 
ou're talking about love, money, health or happiness, poverty is a not a condition, it’s a 
ind-set. Once you change your attitude about it, the circumstances will change to match. 

aybe now would be a good time to change the thought pattern that's keeping you poor.  

lthough having more money won't necessarily make you happier, having money is not the 
ajor benefit of acquiring wealth. Life's purpose is not about getting rich; it is about 
iscovering the real you, that sleeping giant within. 

e grow in two ways, 1. by shedding limitations---2. by choosing to be more than we were. 
our condition of poverty in any area of your life will be a clear indicator pointing out your 
eed to grow. Acquired riches in any form are usually an indication of your growth. 

 journey out of poverty into riches usually requires a great deal of growing up. Please see 
at the real benefit of your becoming wealthy will not be in the wealth acquired, but in the 
rowing of your self-worth and in discovering your personal power. 

 there's something you think you need, whether that perceived need be for love, money, 
ealth or anything else, you will feel poor until that need is satisfied. In most cases, the way 
ut of a condition of poverty is simply a change of perspective. 
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   First, Change Your Relationship Money 
 

Here’s a fact of life you may not have considered. Realize it or not, you have a 
relationship to money that may be keeping you poor. Early on in life, you chose whom you 
would be, as in how you would relate to money.  That relationship combined with your self-
worth has set a limit on how much of the green stuff can show up in your life. 
 
Your financial circumstances reflect who you are being in that relationship. 
 
Money, for each of us, is whatever we have perceived it to be. We then live our lives relative 
to money as the master of it or a slave to it. We have each created our own money reality 
illusion so we could experience life from that point of view. What you should be getting from 
this is that you can change your money reality just by changing your point of view about it. 
 
Your current reality concept about money may be your greatest barrier to having the income 
you want show up in your life. And if your belief system has you focused only on the 
evidence of lack, your money problems will seem unsolvable. You’ll be hanging on to your 
money problems for as long as you focus on the problem and not the solution. 
 
The fact is, your real money problem is not with your insufficient income, it’s that your mind-
set perpetuates the lack circumstances. Your relationship to money is built out of your 
reaction to never having enough of it. Your lack-consciousness reality is built out of nothing 
more substantial than attitudes, opinions, and points of view. And your ego’s job is to 
maintain that reality illusion until you choose a difference one. 
 
Once you’ve allowed yourself to see that ‘what you’re calling reality’ is only an 
illusion, you will see how easy it would be to change your delusion from a poverty reality to 
a reality of riches. By changing your attitude or point of view about money, you give your 
ego a new reality illusion to create, maintain and defend. 
 

So, who told you that? From whom did you get your ideas about money? 
Someone gave you his or her opinion and you bought into it. That fairy tale 
has been running your life ever since. 
 
The cork in your reality bottle will remain stuck for as long as you think your 
point of view about money is the only way it can be. When you consider other 
options, the cork comes out and you become your own genie. 

 
Transforming your relationship to money is the key that will open the door to your 
new prosperous reality. So, make up your mind to change that relationship. 
 
Choosing out of poverty requires two things: 

1. Accepting the truth that your income limitations are a self-imposed illusion; 
2. Overcoming those limitations by making a new BEING choice. 

Return to content 
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What’s Your Why?     
 
Unless you are powerfully motivated for taking your business to the 
next level, you probably won’t. Your WHY won’t be powerful enough to 
get you past your own built-in resistance to change. Your ego’s fear of 
what’s outside the box makes it more determined to keep you in the 
box than you are intent on getting out of it. 
 
Make no mistake about it. You live in a box, a reality concept that 
you’ve created by simply choosing who you would be, when you 
decided what you would believe. Your ego’s job in life is to provide you 

with the experience of a life that perfectly matches your reality 
concept. 
 
In other words, your ego has taken your current concept of reality 
and developed it into what is now, the status quo. Ego has taken on 
that identity, and now, sees the maintenance of your current self-
image and your reality concept as a life or death matter.   
 
So, in order for you to choose out of the current, not-quite-good-enoug
more prosperous, like doubling your income, your ego would have to 
that new reality. You can be certain it will resist that BEING change w
might. 

 
And believe me, if your ego is powerful enough
illusion fabricated out of nothing more substanti
opinions and points of view, you can rest assur
enough to resist any change you may want to make
 
Just wanting that extra income by taking your busi
won’t get it for you; you must develop a serious wa
You’ll need to create a burning desire before 
important step of choosing out of your box. 

 
To experience the kind of success for your business that would doub
by creating a powerful vision of what your life would look like if you
your income. I’m assuming most of your income would be residual. 
that’s not the plan, you may need to start rethinking your strategy. 
 
The most important benefit I can see coming from the doubling of you
income would be a gigantic leap in your consciousness. 
 
Can you even imagine how self-confident you’d be if you had made 
solid BEING choice that manifested in a doubling of your income
Believe me, from that point on, you’d be unstoppable. Do you suppose
being unstoppable would be a big enough WHY to get you out of that b
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The Importance of Setting Goals     
 
Piloting your business without a game plan would seem a little like 
finding yourself in the middle of an ocean on a rudderless ship with no 
clue as to which direction you’d go to find the closest land. 
 
The same would be true of your personal life. Without purpose or 
direction, you’re a lost soul wandering aimlessly, going nowhere with 
your life. With no goal, you would not know that your ultimate purpose 
in life is to discover your true self. And with no desire that needed 

fulfilling, there’d be no need to awaken that sleeping giant within.  
 
But if that were the case, you wouldn’t be reading this Study Guide, would you? So, let’s talk 
about the importance of setting an outside-your-comfort-zone goal for your business. So, I 
want you to stretch yourself; find your power of choice. Your mission in life, realize it or not, 
is to grow your consciousness. You are an individualization of God in the process of getting 
to know yourself. To find that power within, you must express it! 
 
Your ego lives in a box, thrives on keeping your spirit confined to that box. Your urge to 
grow, sometimes called “Divine Discontent,” is obviously contrary to ego’s wishes. But, you’ll 
find your true self and awaken that sleeping giant within only through making new BEING 
choices. Setting a goal is more than an out-of-the-box experience; it truly is your path to 
self-discovery. 
 

Or maybe, in the process of goal setting, we should think of that hidden 
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power within as the sleeping genie. It’s there, waiting to grant your 
every wish.  It’s ready, always, to give you your heart’s desire, but only 
if you find the courage to choose what can only be found outside the 
box you call your reality.  

sn’t it time you pulled the cork to let the genie out of its bottle? The secret way to let your 
enie out of the bottle is to make a new BEING choice, that’s far outside the box for you.  

 grand and glorious life awaits your discovery of your inner power to BE whomever you 
an choose to be.  That new life begins with your knowing, that as an individualization of 
od, you can have whatever you want from life. What the mind of man can conceive 
nd believe, man can achieve-- Napoleon Hill, Think And Grow Rich.     

oal setting requires the following four steps: 
1. You must know what you want 
2. Believe that you can have it 
3. Want it so bad you can taste it 
4. Choose to BE the one who will have it – aim for the stars! 

ust remember that life is a game, not a destination, and then, play the 
urpose in mind—self-discovery.                                                                
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Gaining Self-Confidence 
One day, years ago, my 7th grade English teacher, Ms. Weeden, gave 
me a valuable gift, the most powerful form of riches on the planet. She 
gave me self-confidence. She gave me belief in myself.  
 
Prior to that day, I’d spent my first 6½ school years, convinced that I was 
dumb. My barely passing report card grades proved me right.  
 

Then, on that landmark day, Ms. Weeden asked that I go to the blackboard and diagram a 
certain sentence. Lacking self-confidence, the last place I wanted to be was up there in front 
of my classmates, diagramming a sentence. After stalling as long as I could, I rushed to the 
board, diagrammed the sentence and quickly sat back down. 
 
That’s when she said, “Darel, the head of the English 
department just informed me the sentence couldn’t be 
diagrammed, and you’ve just done it” She spent the next 
10 minutes telling everyone in the room how smart I was. Her 
praise so embarrassed me I wanted to slide under my desk and 
hide.  
 
But, later I knew that her words of praise made a lasting impres
moment on, I got nothing but A’s and B’s in school. What had been
years suddenly became amazingly easy. Did Ms. Weeden make m
she just blew open the channel for what was there all along. She go
 
Think about this example when you’re coaching your down-line,
need most to succeed in this business is self-confidence. Nothing 
success than your belief in yourself, and the same will be true for e
associates. Just think about how successful you might be if you ga
confidence as that teacher did for me. You could double your incom

 
When Moses asked God, at the burning bus
God is reported to have answered, “I am that
the scribe who copied down that bible pass
important words, simply because they didn’t 
him. In my opinion, God’s answer to Moses
that I am in you.” 
 
Think about it. You are an individualization o
the Universe behind your “I Am” statement
word, saying, “I am…completing that BEING

choose,” your word is the power of the God in you expressing itself 
 
God’s power, in the form of BEING choices, operates through a cha
determined by how much you believe in yourself. Therefore, your p
confidence is the channel through which your power to BE m
sacrilegious to say it, but maybe self-confidence and belief in th
synonymous. Think about it and allow your confidence to grow and 
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Schedule 7 to 10 Hrs a Week     
 

What if I told you that 7 to 10 hours a week committed to your network 
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marketing business could make you wealthy in 2 to 4 years; would that 
get your attention? Believe me, it’s being done all the time in this 
business! 
 
You’ll be wealthy when you have more than enough passive income 
to supply all your needs, and no longer need work for it. Think  

bout it! I’ve just informed you that you can get rich quick in this business. If you think 2 to 4 
ears is not quick, you’d better hope you win the lottery. There’s no other business I know of 
hat could put you on easy street that quick. 

 
he wealthy obtained financial independence by leveraging their time and money to create 
ultiple streams of residual income. And because their income is mostly residual, they have 
ll kinds of leisure time in which to enjoy their money. But the wealth accumulation came 
irst; the leisure came later. 

s a network marketer, you’ll have all the benefits that come with residual type income 
ithout having spent all those years in the process of wealth accumulation that would 
therwise have been necessary. The downside for you, of course, is the sacrifice that you’d 
e making by committing to spend 7 to 10 hrs a week doing your business.  

otice that you’re already using those 7 to 10 hours each week for some other activity. To 
e wealthy from residual income in 2 to 4 years, you might have to give up watching your 
avorite TV program and even, perhaps, sacrifice your bowling night. Would the end result of 
eing wealthy be worth it? Only you can decide. 

 
ost network marketers, spend nowhere near 7 to 10 hrs doing their business. They treat 

heir business as a hobby and then wonder why they didn’t make the big business income. 
f you treat your business like the business it is, the potential rewards are fantastically great;  
reat you business like a hobby, you can expect a hobby’s income. 

hat we’re talking about here, may seem to be a DOING commitment, and if you see it only 
n that light, you will, more than likely, fizzle out on your intention to spend your 7 to 10 
ours a week. What’s required here is a BEING decision, big time. Before you can decide, 
ou’ll need an exciting picture in your mind of what your life would be like if you had more 
han enough residual income to live your chosen life style. 
 
nce you’ve painted your vision bright and clear, exciting enough, you’ll make your 

ommitment to BE that successful. Then, and only then, will you have the necessary 
urning desire and determination for taking you past those moments when your ego tries, 
nce again, to get you back into the old box. 

o, can you make the BEING commitment to DO the 7 to 10 hrs? Success is first a BEING 
hoice, and then the DOING of it will come quite naturally, a pleasure now, because each 

ittle success takes you one step closer to realizing your being-wealthy dream.  
Return to content 
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Self-Development Time     
 

Life is a game of being and becoming—a never-ending process of 
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growing your consciousness, realize it or not. Your network marketing 
business can grow only as fast as you do. If you want your 
marketing business to be dynamic success, make up your mind to 
BECOME a dynamic network marketer.  

If you want your business to grow, schedule ½ hr. 
r more each day on improving your self-image. Challenge yourself to 
row your consciousness as well as your business. Make it your 

ntention to become more spiritually aware, more self-confident. And 
hile you’re at it, raise the bar on your self-worth, because only that 
ill get you well paid for being good at what you do.   

What you’ll find, once you’ve actually doubled your income is that your 
personal growth is what it was all about in the first place. Your newfound 

financial independence, although worth all your efforts
value, compared to the wonderfully good feeling you’
you have become in the process of growing your busine
 

ead daily, inspiring prosperity consciousness books, like, Think and
ichest Man in Babylon, The Magic of Thinking Big, Being The Solutio
ou Rich, and The Money Solutions Workbook.  

To grow your business, you’ll want to read all th
marketing books, like The World’s Greatest Net 
worker, etc, etc. Listen daily to self-development 
tapes while out driving in your car.   
 
Life’s true purpose is not that you get rich through 

etwork marketing, but that you discover who you really are, an 
ndividualization of a God who experiences life in and through you 
iscovery process is realized through the making of out-of-the-box BEING

n rising to the challenge of being and becoming that successful person. 
 
ach courageous step out of your box raises the bar on your se
onsciousness a notch or two. Each little success will have you f
onfident—more sure of yourself and more self-aware. And you’ll be a
rue purpose in life—that of coming, finally, to know who you really are. 

ou’d save much of the time you spend wondering what to do next, if you
iscovery as life’s only real purpose. With personal growth as your main 
ore time on self-development projects. And one of the quickest p
iscovery and spiritual growth is in rising to the challenge of growing your 
usiness exponentially. 
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If You Need It, You Can’t Have It  
 
Perhaps the greatest barrier to our having what we want from life is a reality 
concept that sees the supply as limited, when in fact, the supply is actually 
unlimited. So, when you assume the pie is only so big, you wouldn’t ask for a 

second piece, because your having more would deprive some poor soul of their fair share. 
That’s not really the way life works.  
 
The Universe is an ongoing bake sale, and you can have all the pie 
you want, today and every day. The limit to what you can have from life 
is set only by your limited reality concept.  So, let me help you change 
your mind about who you are and what you may have from life. 

 
You are an individualization of a God who experiences 
life in and through you as you. As such, you have the power to create your 
own reality. You have the power to speak your word (to say “I am”), and by 
doing so, create any reality you can dream up.  
 

In fact, you’ve already done that, and in doing so, you’ve set a limit on 
how much of the good stuff you may have. To have more, you’ll want to 
raise the bar on your self-worth until you’ve reached the point in life when 
you have money to burn.  
 
Now let me share with you the spiritual law that will prevent your having what you want from 
life as long as you think you need it. In the bible that law reads, To him that hath it shall 
be given; and to him that hath not it shall be taken away. My interpretation of that 
law reads like this:  
 

If you need it, you can’t have it; 
When you no longer need it, you can have all you want. 

 
You may be asking why a loving God would create a rule in life that takes it away from those 
who need it most, only to give more to those who already have enough? Doesn’t make 
much sense, until you realized that the purpose of that seemingly unfair law is to push you 
so far back into the have-not closet, you’ll come out demanding to have 
what you want.  Let’s hope you’ve reached that point in your life. 
 
The purpose of life is that you eventually come to know who you really are, 
an individualization of God, the source of all there is. Don’t you see that 
when you finally “get” that you are God individualized, you will lack for 
nothing? Notice that your need, denies the fact that you are the source. 
 

 

Everything you want from life is yours for the asking. So, when you want more clients, focus 
on the great values and opportunities you have to supply their needs. Keep in mind, always, 
that they need you; you don’t need them. The BEING law of the Universe says. Choose 
who you will be and you will automatically attract who and what you want. 

Return to content 
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What Happens Next Is Up To You 
 
If you’ve really gotten what there was to get from part one of the 
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BEING Study Guide, you’ve changed your reality concept big 
time.  
 
If that didn’t happen for you; if you are not inspired with the 
exciting possibilities now open to you, you might want to review it 
all again. Or you might want to just forget it, realizing that you’re 
not ready yet to trade in your old reality in favor of a new more 

rosperous life. 

 you got the message intended, here’s what you’ve learned so far: 
long with having gained a new sense of personal power, you will have discovered that you 
ave awesome unrealized power in the ability to make new BEING choices—choices that 
ill create any reality you can imagine. You are now master of your fate as never before! 

ou now know, that the power of God operates in and through you as the power to BE, and 
ou also know, that once you’ve made your new BEING commitment, the Law of Attraction 
ust bring into your life any and all that belongs in the reality of your new way of BEING. 
ife couldn’t get any simpler or sweeter than that! 

 terms of knowing the true secret to being powerfully successful as a network marketer, 
ou now have the world by the tail. As an individualization of God, you literally have the 
ower to create your own reality—any reality you can dream up!  

ou should be ready, by now, to take what you’ve learned and apply it to the growing of 
our business, your consciousness, and perhaps even to doubling your income. That’s what 
ere was to get from Part I—if you were truly ready for it. 

art II of this Study Guide is designed to help you take your newfound personal power and 
irect it toward growing your business to the next level of success. If you’ve already made 
at your intention, you may want to think about whether to continue with Part II of this Study 
uide on your own or as a group training that would include your down-line partners. 

his I can tell you for sure; you’ll need help in getting past your success barriers. Your 
reatest barrier to further success in this business will be your old reality concept, trying 
esperately to maintain or reinstate itself. Your very own built-in resistance to change will 
efeat you in this attempted BEING change, unless you have the kind of support you must 
ave for overcoming that resistance. 

 Part II, of The BEING Study Guide, you’ll be given powerful tools for dealing with ego 
esistance. You’ll receive instructions on how to set up the support group that will take you 
ast those weaker moments when your ego has you down on flat the mat, ready to give up 
n your desired success mission.  

ou might also consider this training as your opportunity to become a real Team Leader.  
Return to content 
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Becoming A Team Leader 
 

The intent of this study guide up to this point: 
1. First, to take you through a reality concept change that 

would give you the power to BE as successful as you could 
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ever want to be. 
2. Second, to have you decide how successful you intend to be 

in your network marketing business, and then have you 
make that BEING commitment.  

3. Third, to have you decide if Part I is something you’d like 
your down-line partners to experience as well, so that you 
could all partake of Part II in a group training. 

4. Fourth, to have you decide whether you’ll do Part II as a 
Team Leader BEING coach or just as one of the team 

 
ssuming you’ve experienced a reality concept change, the next obvious step would be for 
u to commit to a new way of BEING relative to your business. In the next part of this 

EING Study Guide, you’ll be asked to commit to a new way of BEING that will almost 
uarantee your successfully doubling your income.  

now that your commitment to a new way of BEING requires that you be transformed in 
onsciousness.  

ou can choose to do the consciousness change on your own, but in my opinion, you’ll 
eed help through the process. Part II, will take you by the hand and lead you step by step 
rough the required BEING change. My recommendation is that you choose to participate 
 a group training. Believe me transformations are much more certain in a group training 
nvironment.  

 my opinion, the power generated by the combined consciousness of the group is almost 
 necessary ingredient to the transformation process. There’s something about group 
ynamics that almost guarantees your being transformed when participating as part of a 
roup of like-minded people with transformation in mind. 

 you’ve decided on doing a group training, you have two other options to consider.  
1. You could set up and lead the meetings yourself using the Study Guide as your 

workbook or…  
2. You could choose to have us conduct the workshop online.  

In that workshop we’d be sending out daily lessons, exercises and reading 
assignments. We’d have weekly teleconference calls and you’d be assigned two 
other support group partners, three in a Powerpact to support each participant 
through the workshop transformation process. 

o decide which way to go, you’ll want to call a meeting of your most likely participants and 
bmit the question to a vote. You can use this opportunity to become the leader and 
nduct weekly meetings or you can choose to participate with them in an online group 

EING training.                                                                                                Return to content 
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Training Your Down-Line Partners 
 

After completing Part I of The BEING Study Guide, it 
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should be apparent to you that the missing element in 
the success of your down-line partners is the BEING 
commitment they’ve never made.  
 
And if you want your business to grow as a result of 
down-line activity, you will probably want to have 
them read Part I of the Network Marketers BEING 
Study Guide. This is how you’ll learn whether they’re 
really ready to grow their business.  

art I of this training will do nothing for them if they’re not really committed, or 
eady to commit to being more successful. Here’s how you can learn if they’re 
eady for growing their business. Just have them read Part I of the BEING Study 
uide. Think about this as a weeding out process. 

f they’re truly success oriented, they can’t help but be inspired by it, and you 
ill have found a live one—perhaps another leader in your down-line. What 
ould that be worth? 

f you’re like everyone else in this business, 20% of your people bring in 80% of 
our income, but that’s not where you spend most of your time, is it? What do 
ou suppose would happen if you devoted 80% of your time working with the 
roducers in your organization?  

ndoubtedly, the results would be phenomenal. You’d easily double your 
ncome! As the crew captain for the leaders in your down-line, you could almost 
et back and watch your business grow. Well, this is your opportunity to have 
our organization become one of leaders training new leaders. 

ere’s your chance to search out the potential leaders in your organization. 
ake them through this training. Become their BEING coach instead of their 
OING coach. Until you give The BEING Solution a try, and view their results 
ou’ll never know for sure.  

he monetary rewards from growing the consciousness of your down-line could 
e spectacular in terms of doubling your income, again and again. With the 
nspired help of your down-line, who knows how far this could go? 

o, what’s your next step? Get your down-line partners on the same page with 
ou by introducing them to Part I—or will you do Part II, yourself first? 
lick here to visit shopping cart 

Return to content 
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